Dodge malfunction indicator light

People usually get interested in the On-Board Diagnostics when the Malfunction Indicator Light
illuminates on the dashboard of their cars. The purpose of this warning light is to indicate a
detected problem with the car and alert the driver about the issue. The light turns on only for a
reason and you should not ignore it. You should always investigate the cause. Occasional
flashes indicate temporary engine malfunctions. In this case, it is good to be aware of the
possible forthcoming issues which can later on turn to more serious ones. The most common
case is when the indicator light stays on constantly. It indicates more serious problem that
requires action to be taken; the sooner the better. The most serious type of signaling is when
the MIL flashes all the time. The issue is a major one and you should stop the engine
immediately to prevent serious damage. For instance, it might cause the catalytic converter to
overheat and even cause a fire. It is totally normal for the light to illuminate for a few seconds
when you start the engine. But it should go out when the engine is running. On the other hand,
some of the issues are major and need appropriate measures to be taken. Unfortunately, there
is no way to distinguish between them by just looking at the MIL. The tool and accompanied
software can read the Diagnostic Trouble Code s from the system. The DTC will give
information about the detected issue. After evaluating a system or component for three
consecutive times without detecting the problem, the light can be turned off. But, usually the
light remains on. For example, our car diagnostic software can read the DTC code from the car
and give you description of the code. Those will guide you towards the main cause of the
problem. With diagnostic software, you can even reset the MIL yourself. It is important to clear
the Malfunction Indicator Light after fixing the problem. This is because, for example, the car
will fail emissions testing if the MIL light is ON when tested. Dark mode now available for iOS
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fuel consumption? Torque, engine power and boost pressure added. Subscribe to the
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Grand Caravan f ourth generation Mk 4, â€” and f ifth generation Mk 5, â€”present. The warning
may however be relevant to earlier models also. If the airbag warning light stays on or comes on
intermittently, there's a fault with the system. Action: Diagnostic equipment may be required to
read fault codes. However, a common problem with the Dodge Grand Caravan is the
clockspring behind the steering wheel airbag. Brake Name: Dodge Grand Caravan brake
warning light. The red is used for vehicles destined for Canadian markets. If brake fluid is
required, clean the area around the tank lid to avoid debris dropping into the tank when topping
up as this will contaminate the fluid. Note The brake warning light may on occasions flash. This
is due to brake levels temporarily changing when cornering in the vehicle. ABS is a safety
system that prevents wheels from locking and in turn allows drivers to steer which applying
emergency braking. If the warning light stays on, there is a fault with the ABS system. Note
Normal brake are not affected by an ABS fault. When applying the brakes, ABS sensors are
used to detect which wheels are braking at full capacity which are not. EBD is a braking system
that increases brake force on individual wheels which increases stopping ability. Battery Name:
Dodge Grand Caravan battery warning light. Color: Red Description: The battery warning light
illuminates on the dashboard as you're driving due to it not being charged. Warning It's
possible that the engine may stall when battery charge is drained. Color: Red Description: The
electric lightening bolt light is the electronic throttle control warning light ETC and illuminates
on the dashboard when there's a fault. The warning light may either stay on constantly or flash.
As a temporary solution, pull off the road if driving, switch off and restart the engine as this may
clear the fault. Throttles are controlled electronically rather than mechanically using a cable.
The fault usually resides with worn or broken sensors or a build up of carbon. The pedal
assembly unit will require removing, possibly replacing with a new one. The ETC will require
dismantling, cleaning and repairing or replacing worn parts. The electronic throttle control
warning light coming on may also trigger reduced power mode where you might not be able to
accelerate or obtain fast speeds. This is a software override safety system that attempts to
prevent damage. Color: Red Description: Pressure inside the engine is required in order for the
oil to circulate and lubricate internal components. If the oil pressure is low, oil may not correctly
circulate and lubricate internal components causing increased heat due to friction. This will
ultimately cause engine seizure. This low oil pressure warning light is not an indication of low
oil level and a audible chime will alert the driver. However, if your oil level is very low, it can
result in low oil pressure. Warning If oil levels are satisfactory and do not require topping up, do
not restart engine. If you did add oil, check to see if the warning light has gone out before
continuing your journey. Transmission Name: Dodge Grand Caravan transmission temperature

warning light. Color: Red Description: The red cog containing a thermometer is the
transmission temperature warning light. It comes on warning that the transmission temperature
fluid is very high. Strenuous driving with hot ambient temperatures and high load weights or
trailer towing can cause the light to illuminate. What to do Stop the vehicle as soon as possible.
Secure the vehicle and allow the engine to run at idle until the warning light goes out. Warning
Continued driving may result in transmission fluid boiling, potentially causing fire and
transmission failure. Color: Red Description: The red dot is the security warning light. It flashes
quickly for around 15 seconds when the security system is being armed. The light flashes
slowly until the system is disarmed. Color: Yellow Description: The electronic stability control
system ESC combines various stability systems that help to maintain traction when
accelerating and help to stabilize the vehicle when cornering. If the light doesn't go out, have
the vehicle checked by a Dodge workshop. Overheating Name: Dodge Grand Caravan engine
coolant temperature warning light. Color: Red Description: This warning light comes on warning
the driver that the engine is overheating. A warning chime may also sound. If the engine coolant
temperature reaching critical, the warning chime will sound continuously. This will draw heat
from the engine. What to check Allow several minutes for the engine to cool and check the
engine coolant reservoir tank under the hood. If the coolant level is low or below the minimum
mark on the header tank, add coolant to the system. Remove the cap slowly using a cloth as
steam may emerge. If you do not have coolant at hand, normal water will do as an emergency
use. Check for water leaks. If after this the warning light remains on, do not continue driving as
there is a engine cooling system fault. Color: Yellow Description: The check engine warning
light, also called the malfunction indicator light MIL is related to the onboard diagnostic system
called OBD II which monitors exhaust emissions, engine systems and automatic transmission
control systems. Other common reasons for the check engine warning light are old spark plugs,
oxygen sensor or faulty mass airflow sensor. You can usually keep driving but may notice poor
fuel economy and poor engine performance. Depending on the fault, the engine may enter
reduced power mode, sometimes called limp mode. This can cause extremely high
temperatures resulting in damage. The vehicle should be checked by a Dodge workshop
immediately. Diagnostic equipment is required to read fault codes. Color: Yellow Description:
When tires are inflated to the recommended pressure found on the tire pressure placard inside
the driver's door, the tire pressure monitoring system TPMS stores this information. If one or
more tires falls below this stored value, the low tire pressure warning light comes on. You
should stop as soon as possible to check or replace the affected wheel. Flashing tire pressure
light If the tire pressure light flashes for about 1 minute then stays on, this means there's a fault
with the system. There are pressure sensors inside each tire. If a wheel has been fitted without a
sensor, the light will flash. Radio waves are used to send information back to the receiver unit.
Outside radio wave signals can cause the light to flash but will stop flashing when the vehicle is
moved from the area. Excessive dirt or snow built up on the wheels can also cause the light to
flash. Note Continued driving with under-inflated tires will result in poor fuel economy, high tire
wear and poor vehicle stability. Check each tire monthly when cold. Necessary cookies are
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Grand Caravan low tire pressure warning light. The service experts at Lee's Summit Dodge
Chrysler Jeep Ram can help you both diagnose the cause of your check engine light coming on
and reset the light manually if needed. Feel free to schedule service or read on to learn how to
diagnose and fix this issue yourself! Why is the check engine light illuminated on your RAM ?
There are plenty of reasons. Your service light may be on. This is the most common reason a
check engine light comes on. Simply access the gas cap, remove it, and replace it. Follow these
easy steps to resetting your check engine light, and you should be good as gold. If you have
any questions about the error codes on your RAM , you can purchase an automotive diagnostic
scanner. Follow these simple steps:. In older models, you may need to drive your truck fifty
miles or fewer to reset your computer. Independence DIYers might have some trouble
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link on your favorites: Save. Check Your Gas Cap. Check the Codes. Wait twenty minutes or so.
Reconnect this negative cable. Contact Service Please don't hesitate to direct your service
questions to us! Fill out the simple form below and our technicians will get back to you. Below
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